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NGC News

NGC Certifies Unique Cent
1982-D Small Date variety previously unknown in bronze.
Read this article...

NGC Certifies Second Known Example of Mercury Dime
Rarity
1926 Doubled Die to appear in the next Cherrypickers’ Guide.
Read this article...

NGC Releases New Mobile App 
New mobile app allows users to verify the certification numbers on
their NGC holders, browse an enhanced version of the NGC Census
and receive the latest NGC news.
Read this article...

NGC Upgrades Certified Roll
NGC's second-generation Certified Roll features enhanced security
features and a fused hologram.
Read this article...

What Are “Struck-throughs?”
Struck-throughs range from very small to large and determine whether
a coin will receive a numerical grade as well as a Mint Error notation. 
Read this article...

Modern Chinese Varieties: 2001 Silver 50Y Snake
This is the 25th installment of our monthly column devoted to modern
Chinese varieties.
Read this article...

NGC Registry News: 84 New Sets
By Collectors Society
Check out the extensive list of sets added to the NGC Registry in the
last 30 days. 
Read this article...

Submit to NGC at the ANA National Money Show
Drop off your submissions at NGC's booth (#204) at the ANA National
Money Show. US grading specials will be available on Thursday.
Read this article...

NGC Accepting Submissions at Whitman Expo
Drop off your submissions at NGC's booth (#1221).
Read this article...

NGC Ancients: Christ Portraits on Byzantine Coinage
Ancient Byzantine coins depict Christ's image in a variety of styles. 
Read this article...
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Counterfeit Detection: 1854-O Arrows Seated Liberty Half
Dollar
Numerous issues, such as depressions, raised lines, porosity and die
damage, presented plenty of evidence to prove this coin not genuine.
Read this article...

USA Coin Album: The Numismatic Legacy of Robert
Friedberg - Part 1
The man who brought coin collecting to your local department store.
Read this article...

Chinese Coins: Your Good Luck Has Arrived!
By Peter Anthony
The Chinese word "Fu," or "good luck," has a starring role on a small
3-yuan silver coin. 
Read this article...

NCS Conservation: Lacquer 
Some vintage coins were lacquered by earlier collectors to protect the
coins' delicate surfaces. Over time, however, the lacquer can flake or
develop an unsightly yellow coloration. NCS conservation can often
safely remove lacquer to dramatically improve a coin's eye appeal. 
Read this article...

From the NGC Archives: 1854 Proof Copper Pattern Cent
One of several problems addressed by the US Mint during the 1850s
was the growing obsolescence of the large copper cent.
Read this article...

Tickets Available for ANA Legacy Series Dinner at National
Money Show in Orlando
The ANA Legacy Dinner will honor Mark Salzberg and Rick
Montgomery. 
Read this article...

NGC Highlights from the Stack's Bowers NYINC Auction
NGC-certified world coins highlighted in the Stack's Bowers January
Sale.
Read this article...

NGC Highlights at Kagin's Official ANA Auction 
Kagin's has reopened its 80-year-old auction division to hold the
official auction of the ANA 2017 National Money Show in Orlando,
Florida, March 9–11. Many sale highlights have been certified by
NGC.
Read this article...
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NGC Certifies Unique Cent
Posted on 2/13/2017

1982-D Small Date variety previously unknown in bronze.

Numismatic Guaranty Corporation® (NGC®) has certified the only known
example of a 1982-D Small Date cent struck in bronze. The unique coin was
discovered in November by an anonymous collector in Minnesota after he decided
to examine a hoard of bronze cents that he had accumulated from circulation.

1982-D Small Date 1C
Discovery Coin
NGC AU 58 BN

Click images to enlarge.

In 1982 the United States transitioned its cents from bronze to brass-plated zinc
and modified the bust, lettering and date. These changes resulted in seven
distinct varieties being issued for circulation that year: 1982 Large Date Bronze,
1982 Small Date Bronze, 1982-D Large Date Bronze, 1982 Large Date Brass-
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Plated Zinc, 1982 Small Date Brass-Plated Zinc, 1982-D Large Date Brass-Plated
Zinc and 1982-D Small Date Brass-Plated Zinc.

No 1982-D Small Date Bronze cents were issued or known to exist until the
discovery of the specimen recently certified by NGC. While one could argue that
this piece is the eighth variety of circulation issue 1982 cents, NGC has attributed
it as a mint error since it was undoubtedly struck in error from a leftover planchet
and unintentionally released into circulation. The piece weighs 3.08 grams, which
is well within the Mint’s tolerance for bronze cents.

1982-D Small Date 1C
Discovery Coin
NGC AU 58 BN

Click images to enlarge.

The owner of this very special coin contacted variety and error specialist Ken
Potter, who revealed the existence of the sole 1982-D Small Date Bronze cent in
an article published by Numismatic News. The unique coin was then submitted to
NGC for certification. NGC confirmed the bronze composition and the coin’s
weight—3.08 grams—was well within the Mint’s tolerance for bronze cents. The
coin was graded NGC AU 58 and attributed as the “discovery coin.”
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NGC Certifies Second Known
Example of Mercury Dime
Rarity
Posted on 2/14/2017

1926 Doubled Die to appear in the next Cherrypickers’ Guide.

Numismatic Guaranty Corporation has certified only the second known specimen
of a remarkable doubled-die obverse variety for the 1926 Philadelphia Mint dime.
This variety was announced to the hobby a year ago and until now no additional
examples have been reported.

1926 Double Die Obverse 10C VP-001
NGC VF 30

Click images to enlarge.

The obverse die displays doubling in the date and all lettering, though it is most
distinct in the upper part of the design. In the legend LIBERTY, letter E has split
corners on the top horizontal stroke, while letter R is boldly doubled to the south.
What makes this variety particularly appealing, however, is that the fold of
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Liberty's cap and the feathers on her wing are also clearly replicated to the south.
It's all but unknown for Mercury Dimes to show doubling on any features other
than the date, monogram and lettering.

1926 Double Die 10C VP-001 Close-ups
NGC VF 30

Click images to enlarge.

While the discovery coin was certified by another grading service as "MS 60
Details, Cleaned," this new example is free of issues and has been certified by
NGC as VF 30. It is presently labeled VP-001 as part of NGC's own VarietyPlus®
Service, but Bill Fivaz, co-author of The Cherrypickers' Guide to Rare Die
Varieties of United States Coins, has confirmed that this coin will be assigned the
CPG number FS-10-1926-101 in the next edition of that book's Volume II. This
new specimen was submitted to NGC by Dr. Michael Fey, known to variety
collectors as the co-author of Top 100 Morgan Dollar Varieties: The VAM Keys.
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NGC Releases New Mobile App
Posted on 2/13/2017

New mobile app allows users to verify the certification numbers on their NGC
holders, browse an enhanced version of the NGC Census and receive the latest
NGC news.

Numismatic Guaranty Corporation® (NGC®) has released a new mobile app that
features some of the most popular research tools from the world’s largest third-
party coin grading service. Optimized for both smartphones and tablets, the free
NGC app is available now in the App Store and Google Play.

The NGC app includes the essential Verify NGC Certification resource, an
enhanced NGC Census and the latest NGC news. Users can also sign up for an
NGC membership through the app.

In reflection of NGC’s growing international presence, the app can be viewed in
English as well as Simplified and Traditional Chinese. Support for additional
languages is planned for the future.
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With the Verify NGC Certification tool, users can simply scan the barcode on an
NGC label with their device’s camera to verify the NGC holder and quickly view
NGC Census population data as well as NGC Price Guide values for US coins.
Images are also displayed for nearly 15 million NGC-certified coins.

A free NGC membership allows users to browse an enhanced version of the NGC
Census, which displays population data for NGC-certified US and world coins by
type and grade, including NGC Details grades. The NGC Census is updated
weekly.

The latest NGC news and research articles are delivered to the NGC app as soon
as they are published. Those who want to be the first to know about NGC labels,
services or other news can sign up for push notifications and receive an alert on
their smartphone or tablet.

“We are excited to be able to use some of the latest technologies to make it easier
than ever to research NGC-certified coins,” says Steven R. Eichenbaum, CEO of
NGC. “This app is just one of the many ways that NGC tries to help collectors and
dealers around the world make more informed buying and selling decisions.”

Download the NGC app from the App Store

Download the NGC app from Google Play
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NGC Upgrades Certified Roll
Posted on 2/14/2017

NGC's second-generation Certified Roll features enhanced security features and
a fused hologram.

Numismatic Guaranty Corporation has upgraded its Certified Roll™ holder with a
new, patent-pending design. The second generation Certified Roll boasts
enhanced security features and can accommodate a wide range of NGC's popular
special labels, including its hand-signed labels.

NGC's Second Generation Certified Roll
Click image to enlarge.

NGC's Certified Roll provides crystal-clear display for a roll of 20 American Silver
Eagles or 20 Chinese Silver Pandas. The coins and descriptive NGC label are
ultrasonically sealed inside the holder, which is made from high quality inert
materials to provide superior long-term preservation and protection.
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NGC's Second Generation Certified Roll
Click image to enlarge.

In addition to the security features of the NGC label, the new Certified Roll has a
fused hologram that includes a dozen covert and overt elements to defend against
counterfeiting. Like other NGC holders, the Certified Roll can be verified online
with the Verify NGC Certification tool at NGCcoin.com/Verify.

Fused Hologram
Click image to enlarge.

Coins graded MS 69 and lower may be encapsulated in the Certified Roll. All
coins must be the same grade, but adjectival grades such as GEM
UNCIRCULATED are acceptable if the coins qualify. The Certified Roll is currently
available for eligible bulk submissions of American Silver Eagles and Chinese
Silver Pandas. To learn more, contact Miles Standish at Miles@NGCcoin.com or
Scott Heller at Sheller@NGCcoin.com.
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What Are “Struck-throughs?”
Posted on 8/28/2017

Struck-throughs range from very small to large and determine whether a coin will
receive a numerical grade as well as a Mint Error notation.

The most common type of mint error may be a “struck through,” yet these are
often misunderstood by collectors. Struck throughs occur when a piece of foreign
material comes between the die and a planchet during striking. The coin is said to
be “struck through” the foreign material, which leaves behind an impression on the
coin’s surface.

Most struck throughs are extremely small, caused when tiny pieces of dust or
other nearly microscopic particles are inadvertently struck into a coin. These
minuscule struck throughs are commonly seen on mass produced modern silver
bullion coins such as Uncirculated American Silver Eagles and Chinese Silver
Pandas. Coins with these nearly imperceptible struck throughs can still get the top
grade of 70 but generally cannot receive a Mint Error notation from NGC.

This 2016 Mexico Silver ¼ Onza is graded NGC MS 70 and has a tiny strike through (circled in red).
Click images to enlarge.

This 2014 Vatican City 5 Euros graded NGC PF 70 Ultra Cameo has a few
extremely minor strike throughs on the obverse (circled in red).
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2014 Vatican City 5 Euros graded NGC PF 70 Ultra Cameo.
Click images to enlarge.

Struck throughs can occasionally be quite large, however, and collectors will often
pay a premium for these prominent mint errors. While large struck throughs can
be attributed as “Mint Errors” by NGC, they are not eligible for the MS 70 grade.

1982 Singapore 50C with massive obverse strike through.
Click images to enlarge.

The coin above is an example of a very large strike through. It appears that a
piece of string came between the obverse die and the planchet. There are even
impressions from the small fibers in the string. NGC does not lower points for the
struck through mint error and therefore assigned a grade of MS 64 along with a
Struck Through Mint Error notation.

There are some struck through mint errors that are so severe, however, that the
coin cannot be numerically graded. For example, a coin struck through grease
may have most of its design elements obscured. These pieces will be described
as best as possible and labeled “MINT ERROR” on the NGC label.
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(1999) Virginia Statehood Quarter Struck Through Grease.
Click images to enlarge.

The above 1999 Virginia Statehood Quarter was struck with dies that were
covered in grease. This obstruction prevented the dies from imparting much of the
detail on the coin. Due to this, the coin will not receive a numerical grade, but it
will still receive the MINT ERROR designation and be encapsulated with a
standard NGC label (not an NGC Details label).

As you can see from the examples above, struck through errors come in a variety
of types and sizes. Usually, these errors are small and don’t command much of a
premium. However, when they are large or more obvious, they can often greatly
enhance the desirability and value of a coin.

For more information about these extremely prominent struck throughs and other
mint errors that cannot receive a numeric grade, check out this article.
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Modern Chinese Varieties: 2001
Silver 50Y Snake
Posted on 2/14/2017

This is the 25th installment of our monthly column devoted to modern Chinese
varieties.

This month's featured coin is a rectangular 5 oz silver lunar coin featuring the
snake. Minted in Proof and dated 2001, these coins can be found with either a
small “50”Y or large “50”Y on the reverse of the coin.

Here are photos of a 2001 S50Y Snake with the small “50” variety (Photos 1 & 2).

Reverse side of a 2001 S50Y Snake with small "50" (left) and close up of small "50" (right)
Click images to enlarge.

Below are photos of the 2001 S50Y Snake with the large “50” variety (Photos 3 &
4).
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Reverse side of a 2001 S50Y Snake with large "50" (left) and close up of large "50" (right)
Click images to enlarge.

Both of these varieties share a common obverse (Photo 5).

Obverse side of a 2001 S50Y Snake
Click image to enlarge.

Look for another interesting variety to be featured next month.
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NGC Registry News: 84 New
Sets
Posted by Collectors Society on 2/14/2017

Check out the extensive list of sets added to the NGC Registry in the last 30 days.

The NGC Registry offices are humming along already
in 2017. January has come and gone in a flash. We
have been busy responding to the new set requests.
Thank you for the requests and please keep them
coming. We want to make offerings that interest you, our valued collectors. In
January alone, we have compiled 84 new sets! They cover a wide range of
interests and are ready for you to start filling them. It is never too early to start
planning toward the 2017 annual awards.

Check out the latest sets here:

New Sets:

Australia - Commemorative: Stock Horse Series, Silver Dollar, 2013-Date,
Mint State
Belize: Silver $10, 1974-1994, Proof
Belize: Copper Nickel $10, 1974-1991, Proof
Belize: Copper Nickel $10, 1974-1984, Proof
Belize: Gold $100, 1975-1998, Proof
Belize: Gold $250, 1978-2012, Proof
Benin: S1000F 1992-Date, Proof
China - Lunar: 1 Ounce 10Y, Bi-Metallic, Lunar Series, 2015-2026, Mint
State
China - Panda: Panda Medals, 2 oz, 2014-Date, Complete Proof
China - Commemorative: Classic Gardens Medals, 2010-Date, Proof
Cook Islands: Silver $5, 2009-Date, Circulation Issue
Cook Islands: Silver $10, 2012-Date, Prooflike
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Egypt: Silver 1 Pound, Commemorative Issues, 1979-Date, Proof
France - 1870-Date: Silver 10 Euros, 2009-Date, Mint State
Germany: Silver 10 Euro, 2002-Date, Circulation Issue
Great Britain - Decimal: Silver 10 Pence, 1992-Date, Proof
Great Britain - Decimal: Silver 10 Pounds, (Elizabeth II), 5oz, 2012-Date,
Proof
Haiti: 50 Gourdes, 1973-Date, Circulation Issue
India - Portuguese: Type Set, GOA, 1804-1869, Circulation
India - British Colony: 2 Annas, Victoria, 1841 Complete Circulation Issue,
Including Varieties
India - Princely States: 1/2K, George VI, 1943/VS1999 - 1946/VS2002,
Circulation Issue
India - Princely States: Kutch, Edward III 1936/VS1992-1936/1993,
Complete
India - Princely States: Kutch, George V, 1913-1927, Circulation Issue
India - Princely States: 5K, George VI, 1936/VS1993-1943/VS1999,
Circulation Issue
Italy: 100 Lire Type Set, 1955-2001, Circulation Issue
Italy: 100 Lire, 1955-1989, Proof
Italy: 100 Lire, 1955-1989, Circulation Issue
Japan: 50 Yen, 1955-1958, Circulation Issue
Japan: 50 Yen, 1959-1966, Circulation Issue
Japan: 50 Yen, 1967-1989, Circulation Issue
Japan: 50 Yen, 1990-Date, Circulation Issue
Japan: 50 Yen, 1987-Date, Complete Proof
Liberia: Silver $20, 1997-Date, Proof
Liberia: Gold $100, 1976-Date, Proof
Liberia: Gold $250, 1994-Date, Proof
Macau: Gold 250 Patacas, Lunar Series IV, 2015-2026, Proof
Macau: Gold 500 Patacas, Lunar Series IV, 2015-2026, Proof
Macau: Gold 1000 Patacas, Lunar Series IV, 2015-2026, Proof
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, Culiacan Mint, 1846-1870, Circulation Issue
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, Durango Mint, 1832-1869, Circulation Issue
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, Guadalajara Mint, 1825-1862, Circulation Issue
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, Guadalupe y Calvo Mint, 1844-1851,
Circulation Issue
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, Guanajuato Mint, 1826-1868, Circulation Issue
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, Mexico City Mint, 1825-1863, Circulation Issue
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, San Luis Potosi Mint, 1831-1863, Circulation
Issue
Mexico (Republic): 1/2 Real, Zacatecas Mint, 1826-1869, Circulation Issue



Netherlands Silver 2.5 Gulden, 1929-1966, Mint State
N. Korea: Silver 5 Won, 1995-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Silver 10 Won, 1995-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Silver 20 Won, 1989-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Silver 50 Won, 1992-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Silver 100 Won, 1995-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Silver 250 Won, 1996-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Silver 500 Won, 1987-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Gold 1000 Won, 1988-Date, Proof
N. Korea: Gold 1500 Won, 1990-Date, Proof
Russia: Copper Ten Kopeks, Catherine II, 1766-1781, Circulation Issue
San Marino: 2 Lire, 1898-1997, Circulation Issue
San Marino: Gold 5 Scudi, 1976-1989, Mint State
San Marino: Gold 5 Scudi, 1990-2007, Proof
San Marino: Gold 20 Euro, 2002-Date, Proof
San Marino: Gold 50 Euro, 2002-Date, Proof
S. Korea: Silver 5,000 Won, 1978-Date, Proof
S. Korea: Silver 10,000 Won, 1982-Date, Mint State
S. Korea: Silver 10,000 Won, 1982-Date, Proof
S. Korea: Silver 20,000 Won, 1981-Date, Mint State
S. Korea: Silver 20,000 Won, 1981-Date, Proof
S. Korea: Gold 20,000 Won, 1970-Date, Proof
S. Korea: Gold 25,000 Won, 1986-Date, Mint State
S. Korea: Gold 25,000 Won, 1986-Date, Proof
S. Korea: Gold 50,000 Won, 1986-Date, Proof
Turks & Caicos: Silver Crown, 1986-1993, Proof
Turks & Caicos: Silver 10 Crowns, 1975-1985, Proof
Turks & Caicos: Silver 20 Crowns, 1974-1999, Proof
Turks & Caicos: Silver 25 Crowns, 1977-2000, Proof
Turks & Caicos: Gold 50 Crowns, 1974-1978, Complete Proof
Turks & Caicos: Gold 100 Crowns, 1974-1988, Proof
Tuvalu: Silver Dollars, 2017, Proof
US: American Eagle and Buffalo Coins: Platinum Eagles, 1997-Date, Mint
State & Proof
US: Proof Sets 1999-Date: 2017 Silver Proof Set Coinage
US: Proof Sets 1999-Date: 2017 Clad Proof Set Coinage
US: America the Beautiful Bullion Coins: 2017 P America the Beautiful 5
Ounce Coins, Specimen
US: America the Beautiful Bullion Coins: 2017 America the Beautiful 5
Ounce Coins, Mint State
US: Commemoratives: Coin and Chronicle Set, 2013-2016, Complete



Vatican: Pius IX, 1846-1870, Circulation Issue

Do you have an NGC-certified coin in your hand and you’re not sure where it may
fit in the NGC Registry? We are here to help with requests and with other
questions you may have. Feel free to send us an email and let us know how we
can help. Reach us easily via email at registry@NGCcoin.com.

If you're not familiar with the NGC Registry, take some time to explore it, and see
the many collecting options that are available. It is completely free. If you have
any questions, you may also click below for our help page:
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Submit to NGC at the ANA
National Money Show
Posted on 2/14/2017

Drop off your submissions at NGC's booth (#204) at the ANA National Money
Show. US grading specials will be available on Thursday.

NGC will be accepting regular submissions for all service levels* at the ANA
National Money Show, at the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, FL
from 9:00 a.m. on Thursday, March 9 - 11:00 a.m. on Saturday, March 11, 2017.
Ask about our US grading specials on Thursday. Check with show staff for cut-off
time. Cut-off time may change due to submission volumes. All submissions
will be sent to our office in Sarasota, FL. Services include World Services, Ancient
Coin Services, Bulk, PHOTO PROOF  and more.

Special Note:

Due to the special handling required, NGC does not accept submissions of
the following coins at this show for regular service submissions to be
returned to the NGC offices: coins for First/Early Releases designations,
coins NGC requires submitted in original Mint sealed packaging, coins over
3.5" (90 mm) in diameter and .39" (10 mm) in depth, Coin & Chronicles sets,
Coin & Currency sets, March of Dimes 3-coin set, West Point 2-coin set,
San Francisco 2-coin Proof set, 30th Anniversary Eagles, 25th Anniversary
Eagles, 20th Anniversary Eagles, American Liberty Series and 10th
Anniversary Platinum Sets. These submissions must be sent directly to
Sarasota, FL, by the submitter.

Questions should be directed to NGC customer service at service@NGCcoin.com
or 1-800-NGC-COIN (642-2646).

Visit our table for answers to any questions about the services offered by NGC.
Please remember that NGC does not provide opinions or free evaluations of coins

®
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at trade shows.

NGC is the official grading service of the ANA and PNG.
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NGC Accepting Submissions at
Whitman Expo
Posted on 2/14/2017

Drop off your submissions at NGC's booth (#1221).

NGC will be accepting regular submissions for all service levels* at the Whitman
Baltimore Winter Expo, at the Baltimore Convention Center in Baltimore, Maryland
starting on Thursday, March 30 - noon on Saturday, April 1, 2017. NGC will be at
Booth 1221. Check with show staff for cut-off time. Cut-off time may change due
to submission volumes. All submissions will be sent to our office in Sarasota,
FL. Services include World Services, Ancient Coin Services, Bulk, PHOTO
PROOF  and more. Check with show representatives for details.

Note:

Due to the special handling required, NGC does not accept submissions of
the following coins at this show for regular service submissions to be
returned to the NGC offices: coins for First/Early Releases designations,
coins NGC requires submitted in original Mint sealed packing, coins over
3.5" (90 mm) in diameter and .39" (10 mm) in depth, Coin & Chronicles sets,
Coin & Currency sets, March of Dimes 3-coin set, West Point 2-coin set,
San Francisco 2-coin Proof set, 30th Anniversary Eagles, 25th Anniversary
Eagles, 20th Anniversary Eagles, American Liberty Series and 10th
Anniversary Platinum Sets. These submissions must be sent directly to
Sarasota, FL, by the submitter.

*Does not include 5-ounce coins.

Questions should be directed to NGC customer service at service@NGCcoin.com
or 1-800-NGC-COIN (642-2646).

Visit our table for answers to any questions about the services offered by NGC.
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Please remember that NGC does not provide opinions or free evaluations of coins
at trade shows.

NGC is the official grading service of the ANA and PNG.
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NGC Ancients: Christ Portraits
on Byzantine Coinage
Posted on 2/14/2017

Ancient Byzantine coins depict Christ's image in a variety of styles.

The image of Jesus Christ has been – and almost certainly will remain – one of
the most popular themes for collectors of Byzantine coins. Though there is a
general consistency in the numismatic portrayals of Christ, there still are enough
differences to make it possible to build a meaningful collection on that basis alone.

Gold solidus of Justinian II from his first reign (A.D. 685 to 695)
Click images to enlarge.

Surprisingly, Christ’s image did not appear on coinage until the first reign of
Justinian II (A.D. 685 to 695), about 350 years after Christianity had become the
state religion of the Romans (and thus, also, their ‘Byzantine’ successors). An
example is shown above. Prior to this, a portrait of the emperor was the usual
obverse type for most Roman and Byzantine coins.

Scholars have made a connection between the introduction of Justinian’s Christ-
portrait coinage and the adoption in A.D. 692 of Canon 82 of the Quinisext
Council. It proscribes that the Lamb, as a symbol of Christ, should be abandoned
in favor of an image of Christ in human form.
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On that occasion a familiar image was chosen: the portrait of Christ Pantocrator
(‘almighty’), which prior to that had graced many icons, including a famous one in
the imperial palace in Constantinople. This form and style of Christ image seems
to have found its roots in the work of the sculptor Phidias, who about 1,150 years
before had constructed a massive statue of the Greek god Zeus at Olympia.

Gold solidus of Justinian II from his second reign (A.D. 705 to 711)
Click images to enlarge.

In A.D. 695 Justinian II was ousted from power by an ambitious general, and sent
into exile. Ten years passed before he returned for a second reign (A.D. 705 to
711). This time Justinian II resumed the use of Christ’s image on coinage, but
instead of the long-haired image of his first coinage, he chose a radically different
style of portrait – a ‘Semitic type’ on which Christ’s hair and beard are rendered in
short, tight curls. The likely source of this style of portrait was icons, perhaps from
monasteries in the Holy Land and the Near East.

Gold tetarteron of Constantine IX (1042 to 1055)
Click images to enlarge.

Both types of Christ portraits used by Justinian II show Christ cradling the Book of
Gospels in his left arm, as he raises his right hand in benediction. They also show
the Holy Cross behind his head, an element which differs from most Byzantine
coin portraits of Christ (on which he is shown nimbate – adorned with a halo). The
gold tetarteron of Constantine IX, above, is a perfect example of this portrait type.
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Gold hyperpyron of Manuel I (A.D. 1143 to 1180)
Click images to enlarge.

One of the most unusual Christ portraits on Byzantine coins occurs on a gold
hyperpyron of the Emperor Manuel I (1143 to 1180), shown above. Instead of
being presented as a mature, bearded figure, Christ is shown as a young child.
This style of image is often referred to as Christ Emmanuel, so it is hardly a
surprise that the Emperor Manuel I would have chosen it due to the similarity to
his name.

Gold aureus of the Caesar Licinius II (A.D. 317 to 324)
Click images to enlarge.

Gold histamenon nomisma of Romanus III (A.D. 1028 to 1034)
Click images to enlarge.

Though busts of Christ were common on Byzantine coins, many times he was
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shown as a full figure seated on an elaborate throne. Of all the images of Christ
that appeared on coinage, those with his seated image are most directly drawn
from Phidius’ statue of Zeus at Olympia, as can be seen from the two coins
above. The top image, an aureus of Licinius II depicting Jupiter (the Roman
version of Zeus) is among the last Roman coins struck with the likeness of a
pagan god (excepting Victory, who in the Christian state was successfully
converted from a god to a personification).

Gold histamenon nomisma of Theodora (A.D. 1055 to 1056)
Click images to enlarge.

Far less-commonly, Christ is shown as a standing figure, such as on the
histamenon nomisma of Theodora, above. Here Christ is nimbate and holds the
Book of Gospels with both hands.

A copper ‘anonymous’ follis issued circa A.D. 1020 to 1028
Click images to enlarge.

The most abundant – and affordable – images of Christ on Byzantine coinage
occurs on copper folles of the 10th and 11th Centuries A.D., which were
introduced during the reign of Emperor John I (A.D. 969 to 976). They are host to
a variety of designs and typically are described as ‘anonymous’ because the
image of Christ and the inscription dedicated to Him replace those that formerly
had been devoted to the emperor.

http://www.collectors-society.com/usercontent/images/article_images/98001346_gold%20HistamenonTheodora_lg.jpg
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Interested in reading more articles on Ancient coins? Click here

Images courtesy of Classical Numismatic Group.
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Counterfeit Detection: 1854-O
Arrows Seated Liberty Half
Dollar
Posted on 2/14/2017

Numerous issues, such as depressions, raised lines, porosity and die damage,
presented plenty of evidence to prove this coin not genuine.

The Coinage Act of 1853 reduced the weight of the silver half dime, dime, quarter
and half dollar as part of an effort to promote gold as the standard for United
States coinage. For the next three years, arrows were added adjacent to the date
on these coins to indicate their reduced weight. Quarters and half dollars struck in
1853 under the new weight requirements also featured rays around the eagle on
the reverse, but these rays were removed the following year.

The short-lived “Arrows” type (along with the even shorter-lived “Arrows and
Rays” type) is quite popular among numismatists today. This popularity has
unfortunately made these coins a target of counterfeiters, and NGC graders
recently identified one in a submission.

Counterfeit 1854-O Arrows Seated Liberty Half Dollar
Click images to enlarge.
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It is not hard to see how many collectors could be deceived by this 1854-O Arrows
Seated Liberty Half Dollar. It is comprised of silver and its weight is correct. The
design is also correct and while this coin lacks some detail, that is to be expected
from a circulated example. A closer inspection, however, reveals the truth about
this coin.

Close-up of Counterfeit 1854-O Arrows Seated Liberty Half
Dollar

Click images to enlarge.

Take a look at the two areas circled in the photo above. The top one highlights an
odd depression that is dissimilar from abrasions that would be seen on a genuine
piece. The circled area below is rather porous, which is another diagnostic for
fakes. Similar areas of porosity are present all over the coin if you look carefully.
These areas simply do not look as smooth as they should be on a genuine
specimen.

Close-up of Counterfeit 1854-O Arrows Seated Liberty Half
Dollar

Click images to enlarge.
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Very similar issues can be seen on the right side of the obverse as well. There is
an unusual depression under a star as well as a much deeper depression in the
middle of the field. Immediately to the left of that depression is a raised line. This
was caused by damage to the counterfeit die and will appear on every coin struck
by these dies.

Close-up of Counterfeit 1854-O Arrows Seated Liberty Half
Dollar

Click images to enlarge.

Even more obvious raised lines can be seen to the right of Liberty’s leg. Not to be
confused with die cracks or die polish lines, these raised lines or tool marks are
seldom seen on genuine US Mint issues and serve as important red flags for
identifying counterfeits.

Close-up of Counterfeit 1854-O Seated Liberty Half Dollar
Click images to enlarge.

The reverse has issues as well. There is some very odd die damage inside of the
shield, which would not normally be seen on a genuine example. In addition,
another depression can be seen to the right of the eagle.

http://coins.www.collectors-society.com/usercontent/images/article_images/3943240-016Lines_lg.jpeg
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NGC graders thoroughly examine a coin to try to find issues that would indicate
that it is a counterfeit. At first glance, this coin may have appeared to be fine.
When closely studied, however, numerous issues such depressions, raised lines,
porosity and die damage presented plenty of evidence to call this coin "not
genuine."

Interested in more Counterfeit Detection articles, click here.
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Robert Friedberg
Click image to enlarge.

USA Coin Album: The
Numismatic Legacy of Robert
Friedberg - Part 1
Posted on 2/14/2017

The man who brought coin collecting to your local department store.

The name Robert Friedberg is indelibly
linked to the standard catalogs he wrote in
his lifetime and that are still being updated
today. To paper currency dealers and
collectors he’s the original author of the
popular book Paper Money of the United
States, which debuted in 1953. Coin
enthusiasts know him for his reference
Gold Coins of the World, a presence on
the numismatic scene since 1958. Both
publications established standard
numbering systems which are recognized
worldwide. New editions are published
regularly, with sons Arthur and Ira
Friedberg as co-editors. When Robert
Friedberg suffered an untimely death at
the age of 50 in 1963, he was widely
mourned by his peers, and the Professional Numismatists Guild subsequently
named its literary award in his honor.

Less well known, however, is Robert Friedberg’s role in popularizing numismatics
with the general public, particularly the collecting of coins. Collectors who’ve been
in the hobby for 30 years or more will likely remember when many retail stores
had a stamp and coin department set amid the offerings of clothes and crockery.
Some of the most memorable locations included Gimbels in New York City,
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Jacques Minkus
Click image to enlarge.

Philadelphia and Milwaukee, Marshall Field in Chicago and J. L. Hudson in
Detroit. These stores carried a good stock of United States and world coins, as
well as the various books and supplies needed for their enjoyment.

In my own experience, the place to go was The Emporium in downtown San
Francisco. (My father took me there on Saturdays, and our walk to the store from
the parking garage included a pleasant stroll past the old San Francisco Mint
building before it was restored as a museum). Only the most generic and common
coins were on display, the better material being stored in boxes located against
the back wall. When I requested a particular coin issue, the salesperson would
bring out a manila envelope measuring about 2.5”x3”. Inside of this was another
envelope exactly 2”x2” inches, and inside it was the coin. The small envelope
went to me when I purchased the coin, while the larger one was retained by the
clerk for inventory control.

These stamp and coin departments were
concessions owned by famed stamp
titan Jacques Minkus, who opened his
very first stamp counter at Gimbels on
Herald Square in 1931. By 1945, this
operation had been expanded to include
coins, and two years later Minkus hired
Robert Friedberg to manage coin
purchases and sales. The formula was
so successful for Minkus that he and
Friedberg created similar franchises in
department stores around the country. At
its height, this chain included 38
locations nationwide.

Each stamp and coin department was never owned by the store in which it was
located. Instead, it was a concession that was managed by stamp and coin
professionals hired by Minkus and Friedberg, respectively. Each store took a
percentage of the sales, and the rest went back to the two principals. Store
managers were allowed to buy material over the counter, but this had to be sent
back to New York and then redistributed as needed throughout the chain. The
names Minkus and Friedberg were never mentioned, and their role in this
operation was known only to insiders. Robert Friedberg had founded Capitol Coin
Company as a teenager in 1931, and it was the supplier of all coins sent to the
various department stores. Even this name was not used, however, and
managers were paid by various intermediary companies, the names of which

http://coins.www.collectors-society.com/usercontent/images/article_images/Jacques%20Minkus.jpg


Click image to enlarge.

meant little to the hobby.

Imagine the delight of a non-numismatist
shopping at a downtown or suburban
department store and suddenly coming
upon little dishes filled with Columbian half
dollars, Indian Head cents or Mexican “cap-
and-rays” pesos. It’s easy to picture that
person making a small purchase, perhaps
a plastic bag containing ten different Liberty
Head nickels, and then bringing them home
to share with his or her family. How many
enthusiastic coin collectors were created
through such unanticipated exposure is
difficult to determine, but the number must
have been in the many thousands. By
bringing the activity of numismatics to
where people already shopped, and

staffing these stores with friendly and often quite knowledgeable salespeople,
Robert Friedberg contributed immeasurably to the hobby’s growth.

Changes in the philatelic and numismatic hobbies that began in the 1970s and
accelerated in the ‘80s ultimately brought the era of department store stamp and
coin counters to an end. Most had been closed by 1990, as bullion purchases
were by then dominating much of the sales activity. The margins on bullion coins
were too low to create a net profit after the stores took their cut, and just a few of
the Minkus/Friedberg concessions remained after that time. These, too, had
folded by the turn of the century.

Robert Friedberg, however, left another legacy to the coin hobby in the many
books published by his print division, The Coin and Currency Institute, Inc. As
mentioned above, some of these titles are still being updated, while others were
one-shots. But there was also another dimension to the C&CI: From 1959 to 1971
it published what were perhaps the most popular coin albums produced at the
time, albums that remain highly sought today on the secondary market. I’ll have
more to say about these remarkable products next month.

David W. Lange's column, “USA Coin Album,” appears monthly in The
Numismatist, the official publication of the American Numismatic Association.
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Chinese Coins: Your Good Luck
Has Arrived!
Posted by Peter Anthony on 2/14/2017

The Chinese word "Fu," or "good luck," has a starring role on a small 3-yuan silver
coin.

The hall is buzzing. Words echo off polished floors and walls as Shenyang Mint
workers bustle about. Toward the rear lies a long table, strips of crimson paper
scattered across its surface. Behind it half a dozen calligraphers stand and busily
dip brushes into inkpots as they daub Chinese characters onto one red sheet after
another. Assistants carry away the completed work to dry. New red banners, their
black paint glistening, hang side by side on the walls.

Several of the Mint’s leaders are there. Everyone smiles; the Spring Festival is
right around the corner. When the painting activity is finished there will be enough
placards and posters to decorate the whole of the Mint with New Year’s greetings.
Some wish people safe travels, others have sayings on them like “May your hard
work reap rewards.”

By far the most commonly used word is “Fu”, or good luck. The next day it will be
visible everywhere on the Mint grounds. Fu also has a starring role on a small 3
Yuan silver coin. 2017 is the third year in a series of New Year’s keepsakes that
has grown by leaps and bounds. 2015 was the first year and 600,000 ¼ oz. coins
were minted. Supplies quickly ran out, so in 2016 the mintage was upped to 1.9
million. The weight was also changed to 8 grams. This year 2.7 million, 8 gram
pieces have been released. The coin has the Fu character in the center. Nearby, a
charming little snowman keeps it company and holds up a pinwheel.

One excellent way to buy the Fu coins is as part of a two-piece set inside a red
cardboard jacket. This folder is an official product of the People’s Bank of China
and China Gold Coin Inc. The colorful little folio contains both the 3 Yuan Fu coin
and a souvenir note made with 5 grams of silver.
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China’s 2017 “Fu”, or good luck, set for the New Year includes a coin and 5 gram silver note.

The note has a dramatic design, emblazoned on one side with a holographic Fu
character. This hologram is decorated with bats, another good luck sign. The
shimmering Fu stands in bold contrast to the pale silver field around it.

How popular are these? One day I stood in a coin shop and watched buyers fill
shopping bags full of the folders for their companies to hand out as presents.

It is traditional to place a double Fu sign at weddings. In the old days, wedding
guests might receive a gift of a silver dollar with a carefully crafted paper cut of a
double Fu pasted on it. Today, friends still post double Fu signs on the hotel room
doors of newlyweds.

During New Year you will see this character everywhere, but sometimes people
hang it upside down. This is because the Chinese pronunciation of the word for
upside down is virtually the same as the word for arrived. Some clever person
figured out that an upside down Fu means your good luck has arrived!

Zhao Qiang, the outstanding artist for the 2014-2016 Panda coins, sent this
message to me to pass on to coin collectors everywhere: “Good health, good
fortune and good luck in the Year of the Rooster.” May your good luck arrive!

Peter Anthony is an expert on Chinese modern coins with a particular focus on
Panda coins. He is an analyst for the NGC Chinese Modern Coin Price Guide as
well as a consultant on Chinese modern coins.
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NCS Conservation: Lacquer
Posted on 2/14/2017

Some vintage coins were lacquered by earlier collectors to protect the coins'
delicate surfaces. Over time, however, the lacquer can flake or develop an
unsightly yellow coloration. NCS conservation can often safely remove lacquer to
dramatically improve a coin's eye appeal.

Long before third-party certification companies like NGC offered holders that
provided long-term protection for coins, some collectors applied a coat of clear
lacquer to a coin's surface(s) in an attempt to protect it and prevent tarnishing. In
theory this application may seem to be a great idea but in reality the lacquer could
change the surfaces of the coin over time.

A lacquered coin will often appear to be wet or have a slick halo or doubling effect
around the legends and devices. Depending on the skill of the person who applied
the lacquer, bubbles or brush strokes can be sometimes seen. Some substances
will also leave a rainbow or oil slick-like appearance on the surfaces, most notably
in the fields.

Before conservation
Click images to enlarge.
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Romania 1869 Pattern 2 Lei
A thick layer of lacquer gives the sharp edges around the letters in the legends a doubled appearance.

After conservation
Click images to enlarge.

Some of the problems caused by lacquer become much more obvious over time.
Lacquer has a tendency to darken, which leads to an unnatural yellow or brown
hue on the entire surface of a coin. Uneven application of the lacquer can result in
pieces that flake off. The exposed metal will then oxidize and tone unevenly,
causing visually striking geometric patterns on the surface. In some cases, this
stark pattern can lead to environmental damage. It is also not unusual for lacquer
to trap moisture or other catalysts, which leads to active corrosion underneath the
lacquer. In these cases the presence of lacquer will prevent a coin from certifying
with NGC.

1936 10C Proof
Uneven application of lacquer left a portion of the reverse rim exposed, which resulted in dark toning in the area. 

left: Before conservation; right: After conservation
Click images to enlarge.
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German States Saxony-Albertine 1913E 3 Mark
Pieces of lacquer broke off over time and exposed the metal to the enviornment, which 

resulted in a strange geometric pattern of staining on the surface. 
left: Before conservation; right: After conservation

Click images to enlarge.

From the 19th century to the modern era, mints around the world have applied
lacquer to specially created coins for presentation purposes or issues specifically
made for collectors. When lacquer has been applied directly by the mint, the
dangers of trapping corrosion beneath it are virtually eliminated. However, even
coins lacquered by mints can have pieces of the lacquer break off, exposing the
fragile surfaces to the environment, or the lacquer can develop an unattractive
yellow color.

Removal of lacquer is generally recommended for coins that were lacquered
subsequent to production or for coins where the lacquer has yellowed or flaked
off. In some cases, the lacquer may have left the coin with slightly darker toning
than it would normally have had, but the careful removal of the lacquer by NCS
will still usually result in improvements. In most cases, removal of the lacquer by
NCS will leave the coin looking significantly better—just as good as it did before
the lacquer was applied.
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From the NGC Archives: 1854
Proof Copper Pattern Cent
Posted on 2/14/2017

One of several problems addressed by the US Mint during the 1850s was the
growing obsolescence of the large copper cent.

Cumbersome and costly to produce, a replacement was needed. One
compromise solution was the reduced-size cent seen here.

Click images to enlarge.

Smaller and thinner than conventional cents of 1854, this pattern bore the same
design, sans stars. This copper impression is superbly struck throughout and it
displays glossy surfaces of uniformly reddish-brown color. Nearly free of marks, it
is vastly superior to the typical example of this popular pattern variety. Coins of
this type are widely sought by both pattern specialists and those collecting large
cents as a series.

Are you interested in learning more about these coins? Click here to visit the NGC
Coin Explorer and read on.
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Tickets Available for ANA
Legacy Series Dinner at
National Money Show in
Orlando
Posted on 2/1/2017

The ANA Legacy Dinner will honor Mark Salzberg and Rick Montgomery.

Join the American Numismatic Association (ANA) in celebrating two of the
hobby’s titans—Mark Salzberg and Rick Montgomery, leaders of Numismatic
Guaranty Corporation (NGC)—at the ANA Legacy Dinner, a fundraising event to
benefit the ANA Legacy Series. The event will take place at the National Money
Show in Orlando, Thursday, March 9, starting at 6:00 p.m. in the Sunburst Room
at the Orange County Convention Center, located at 9800 International Drive.

The Legacy Series, moderated by Barbara Gregory, editor-in-chief of The
Numismatist, acquaints collectors with the legends, heroes and icons of
numismatics, celebrating their lives and contributions.

The event honors Mark Salzberg and Rick Montgomery, whose careers have
significantly impacted the numismatic community through their vision, integrity and
trend-setting approaches to the hobby and the coin grading industry.

The ticket price of $110 (ticket prices increase to $125 after Feb. 3) includes a
three-course dinner highlighted by a duo of tenderloin filet and grilled prawns,
followed by the Legacy Series interview with Mark Salzberg and Rick
Montgomery.

For additional information or to register for the event, contact Christie Vigil, the
ANA’s membership services representative, at 719-482-9815.

The Legacy Series program was introduced in 2015. Past installments have
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celebrated the lives of professional numismatists Q. David Bowers, Ray Dillard,
Fred Weinberg, Steve Ivy, Jim Halperin, and David Sundman. The taped
interviews shed light on the accomplishments, successes and early memories of
the hobby’s top luminaries. All interviews are recorded and posted to both the
ANA’s YouTube channel and www.money.org.

Don’t miss this opportunity to honor two of the hobby’s icons, while learning more
about their challenges and crowning achievements.

The American Numismatic Association is a congressionally chartered, nonprofit
educational organization dedicated to encouraging the study and collection of
coins and related items. The ANA helps its 25,000 members and the public
discover and explore the world of money through its vast array of educational and
outreach programs, as well as its museum, library, publications, and conventions.
For more information, call 719-632-2646 or visit www.money.org.

This is a guest article. The thoughts and opinions in the piece are those of their
author and are not necessarily the thoughts of the Certified Collectibles Group.
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NGC Highlights from the Stack's
Bowers NYINC Auction
Posted on 1/31/2017

NGC-certified world coins highlighted in the Stack's Bowers January Sale.

The Stack's Bowers January 2017 NYINC Auction, held January 14, 2017,
featured a number of exceptional results for NGC-certified coins. Below is a list of
highlights:

Lot 2008 - SICILY. Akragas. AR Tetradrachm (17.20 gms), ca. 420-410 B.C.
NGC Ch VF, Strike: 5/5 Surface: 4/5. Fine Style. Realized $22,325
Lot 2063 - JUDAEA. Bar Kochba Revolt, A.D. 132-135. AE 'Large Bronze'
(20.04 gms), Year 2 (A.D. 133/4). NGC VF, Strike: 4/5 Surface: 3/5. Realized
$19,975
Lot 2240 - AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS. Lion d'Or (14 Florins), 1790.
Brussels Mint. NGC MS 65. Realized $16,450
Lot 2245 - GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Pound, ND. Elizabeth I (1558-1603). NGC
MS 62. Realized $21,737.5
Lot 2317 (shown below) - CHINA. 300 Yuan Piefort, 1980. NGC PF 69
ULTRA CAMEO. Realized $18,800
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Click image to enlarge.

Lot 2445 - GREAT BRITAIN. 1/2 Pound, ND. Elizabeth I (1558-1603). NGC
MS 62. Realized $11,750
Lot 2457 (shown below) - GREAT BRITAIN. Pattern Half Broad, Dated 1656
(1738). Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector (1653-58). NGC PF 65 CAMEO.
Realized $64,625

Click image to enlarge.

Lot 2458 - GREAT BRITAIN. Pattern Half Broad, Dated 1656 (1738). Oliver
Cromwell, Lord Protector (1653-58). NGC PF 63 CAMEO. Realized $52,875
Lot 2462 - GREAT BRITAIN. 6 Pence Pattern Struck in Silver, 1658. Oliver
Cromwell, Lord Protector (1653-58). NGC F 12. Realized $44,650
Lot 2463 - GREAT BRITAIN. Pattern Farthing, ND (ca. 1653-58). Oliver
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Cromwell, Lord Protector (1653-58). NGC AU 58 BN. Realized $21,150
Lot 2477 - GREAT BRITAIN. "Una and the Lion" Fifteen Piece Proof Set,
1839. NGC PF 63 to PF 66. Realized $376,000
Lot 3127 - MEXICO. 8 Escudos, 1746-MF. Philip V (1700-46). NGC MS 63.
Realized $18,800
Lot 3144 - MEXICO. 4 Reales, 1821-Mo JJ. NGC MS 65. Realized $15,275
Lot 3146 - MEXICO. Empire of Iturbide. 8 Reales, 1822-JM. NGC MS 64.
Realized $7,637.5
Lot 3149 (shown below) - MEXICO. Guadalupe Victoria Silver Medal, 1824.
NGC MS 63. Realized $8,225

Click image to enlarge.

Lot 3220 - NETHERLANDS. 10 Gulden, 1818. NGC MS 64. Realized
$14,687.5
Lot 3221 - NETHERLANDS. 3 Gulden, 1820. NGC MS 65. Realized $7,050
Lot 3227 - NETHERLANDS. 10 Gulden, 1850. NGC PF 65 CAMEO.
Realized $15,862.5
Lot 3228 - NETHERLANDS. 10 Gulden, 1895/1. NGC MS 64. Realized
$15,275
Lot 3340 - RUSSIA. 1/2 Ruble (Poltina), 1798-CM MB. Paul I (1796-1801).
NGC MS 63. Realized $7,050
Lot 3342 - RUSSIA. 5 Ruble, 1819-CNB MO. NGC MS 64. Realized
$23,500
Lot 3356 - RUSSIA. 5 Ruble, 1865-CNB CW. NGC MS 65. Realized
$17,625
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Click image to enlarge.

Lot 3395 (shown above) - SPAIN. Dobla de 35 Maravedis, ND-S. Seville
Mint. Pedro I (The Cruel) (1350-69). NGC MS 64. Realized $7,637.50
Lot 3444 - VENEZUELA. 500 Bolivares, 1975. NGC PF 68 ULTRA CAMEO.
Realized $22,325

For more information about the auction visit StacksBowers.com.
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NGC Highlights at Kagin's
Official ANA Auction
Posted on 2/14/2017

Kagin's has reopened its 80-year-old auction division to hold the official auction of
the ANA 2017 National Money Show in Orlando, Florida, March 9–11. Many sale
highlights have been certified by NGC.

Kagin’s will be conducting their first auction in nearly three decades as the official
American Numismatic Association auctioneer at the National Money Show® in
Orlando, Florida on March 9‐11, 2017. The sale includes approximately 1,000 lots
of coins and currency.

Featured consignments for the auction include several important collections: the
Dr. Christopher Allan Collection of Bechtler Gold Coins, with 35 of the 37 known
varieties offered; the Steve Brewer Flying Eagle Pattern Collection; and the Dr.
William Christie Collection of Bust half dollars, early US dollars and US type coins,
assembled over six decades.

"Just as we did with our 1977 ANA innovative five‐catalogs‐in‐one box, and with
internationally acclaimed artist Peter Max’s rendition of Lady Liberty on the cover
of our iconic 1983 ANA catalog, we intend to elevate this experience beyond the
traditional auction model," says dealer and firm principle Don Kagin. Kagin’s
conducted a contest for its catalog cover design, initiated a novel customer loyalty
program and is offering numerous benefits for successful bidders, including
complimentary ANA memberships and an NGC grading submission coupon.

Many highlights are NGC-certified, including the coins illustrated below. The text is
excerpted from Kagin’s detailed lot descriptions.
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(1858) Flying Eagle Cent Pattern, J-219, Unique. NGC PF 62. 
Click images to enlarge.

Lot 1075. (1858) Flying Eagle Cent Pattern, J-219, Unique. NGC PF 62. Here
is a very memorable coin – the unique two-headed Flying Eagle cent. The
highlight of the Brewer collection.

1876-CC Doubled Die Reverse Trade Dollar. NGC MS 62. 
Click images to enlarge.

Lot 1225. 1876-CC Doubled Die Reverse Trade Dollar. NGC MS 62. This
remarkable variety was first uncovered by coin dealer Jack Beymer prior to 1988
when it was defined in Breen’s Encyclopedia. The reverse is dramatically doubled
creating a dizzying effect. This example is a sure-fire contender for finest known
as well.
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1883 Trade Dollar. NGC PF 65 Cameo. 
Click images to enlarge.

Lot 1253. 1883 Trade Dollar. NGC PF 65 Cameo. The fully brilliant devices and
fields are faintly encircled with iridescent sunset orange, crimson, and blue halos.
The figure of 979 Proofs of the date produced suggests another readily available
issue from the tail end of the design type, but 1883 Proof trade dollars are
somewhat scarcer than the production tally suggests, making this coin an
opportunity for an advanced trade dollar aficionado or a type coin specialist.

1795 Flowing Hair Dollar. NGC AU 55.
Click images to enlarge.

Lot 1255. 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar. NGC AU 55. An attractive example choice
about uncirculated condition, it can rightly be described as “easy on the eyes.”
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1889-CC Morgan Dollar. NGC AU 58. 
Click images to enlarge.

Lot 1283. 1889-CC Morgan Dollar. NGC AU 58. A frosty and lustrous lightly
circulated example of the key to the Carson City Morgan dollar, it is expected to
bring lively bidding activity.

1832 Capped Bust Quarter Eagle. NGC MS 61. 
Click images to enlarge.

Lot 1402. 1832 Capped Bust Quarter Eagle. NGC MS 61. Free from
troublesome contact marks this scarce uncirculated early gold issue is an ideal
candidate for a type set.
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(1831-1834) C. Bechtler $2.50 Gold. No 75 G, Beaded Boarded. NGC MS 61. 
Click images to enlarge.

LOT 1609. (1831-1834) C. Bechtler $2.50 Gold. No 75 G, Beaded Boarded.
NGC MS 61. Because this early Christoph Bechtler issue conformed to a heavier
pre-1834 weight standard, many were melted. As a results all Beaded Border
Bechtler coinage is very seldom seen. This example is the second finest known.

For more information and to view the online catalog, visit auctions.kagins.com.

This is a guest article. The thoughts and opinions in the piece are those of their
author and are not necessarily the thoughts of the Certified Collectibles Group.
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